Abstract

Some applications such as RSA encryption/decryption need integer arithmetic operations with many bits. However, such operations cannot be performed directly by conventional CPUs, because their instruction supports integers with fixed bits, say, 64 bits. Since the CPUs need to repeat arithmetic operations to numbers with fixed bits, they have considerably overhead to execute applications involving integer arithmetic with many bits. On the other hand, This paper implements hardware algorithms for such applications in the FPGAs for further acceleration. However, the implementation of hardware algorithm is usually very complicated and debugging of hardware is too hard. The main contribution of this paper is to present an intermediate approach of software and hardware using FPGAs. More specifically, this paper presents a processor based on FDFM (Few DSP slices and Few Memory blocks) approach that supports arithmetic operations with flexibly many bits, and implement it in the FPGA. To show the potentiality of designed processor, 128-bit RSA encryption/decryption is implemented and compare with soft processor ”MicroBlaze” in FPGA. The resulting processor uses only one DSP48E1 slice and four Block RAMs (BRAMs), and RSA encryption software on it runs in 0.42ms. However, MicroBlaze uses three DSP48E1 slices and 170 Block RAMs
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(BRAMs) and runs in 152.28ms. Hence, the proposed designed processor is significantly efficient in terms of resource used and time complexity in comparison to soft processor "MicroBlaze" in FPGAs. Also the proposed processor can be used efficiently for longer bit arithmetic operation such as 2048-bit without further modifications and hence it is more flexible.
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